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eitoeiko is pleased to present “I’m Here for Sightseeing”, a solo exhibition by Kaoru
Furuya from October 8 to October 29. When Furuya studied in Lithuania, she took a
mass of photographs by her iPhone. The scenes the artist captured through the eyes
of an observer, may have been ordinary scenes in the daily lives of the people living
there. The artist dug up the things that evoked small emotions and transformed them
into works of art, thinking that the very way of life that existed there may now have
gone away due to COVID and the ravages of war. This exhibition, titled after a
commonplace response at an immigration inspection, will feature dozens of paintings
and etchings based on photographs and memories of her travels, extracting the colors
and shapes she encountered. Please come by the gallery and hope you remember the
wonderful days.

The world is changing. I have realized that over the past year or two. While traveling
around the EU in 2017 as an international student in VDA in Lithuania, I was always
just a tourist, casually looking in from the outside and taking pictures with visual
impressions of wonder, cuteness, and awesomeness. My iPhone album just kept
growing. So, when I watch the current news, I don't think I understand the reality of
the situation. I know it is irresponsible, but I drew this picture because I wanted those
mysterious, cute, and amazing creatures and scenery not to disappear.
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